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Thank you in advance. I have purchased a Lexus GSH , can anyone tell me if it has the same
stud pattern as any of the Toyotas as it does not come with a spare and I need to purchase one?
And if you want to buy a spare wheels. I have a lexus es and its the same generation as The
next generation starts at I think your wheel specs might be off considering the former
statement. I own a Lexus ES I want to purchase a rim size of 18x9, to make it look aggressive.
Help a brother out. Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last
Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment
data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit
your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size
Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year
Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! Lexus ES XV60 - Lexus ES XV40 - Lexus ES XV30 Lexus ES XV20 - Lexus ES XV10 - Lexus ES V20 - See unfiltered comments 4. New Comment
System. I want to â€¦ I own a Lexus ES Need help? Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our
new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Seven generations of the sedan have been introduced
to date, each offering V6 engines and the front-engine, front-wheel-drive layout. The first five
generations of the ES were built on the Toyota Camry platform, with the sixth and seventh
generations more closely related to the Avalon. Manual transmissions were offered until , a
lower-displacement inline-four engine became an option in Asian markets in , and a
gasoline-electric hybrid version was introduced in The ES was Lexus' only front-wheel drive
vehicle until , when the related RX was introduced, and the sedan occupied the entry-level
luxury car segment of the Lexus lineup in North America and other regions until the debut of the
IS in The ES name stands for "Executive Sedan". Introduced in , the first generation ES was one
of two vehicles in Lexus' debut lineup, the other being the flagship LS The word "Windom" is a
combination of "win" and the suffix "dom" expresses a state of perpetual victory. The sixth
generation ES debuted in the first half of as a model, and features increased cabin dimensions
due to a longer wheelbase which is shared with the full-size XX40 series Avalon. Lexus has
positioned the ES in the comfort luxury segment, with an emphasis on interior amenities,
quietness, and ride quality, [6] in contrast with more firm-riding sport sedans. In order to avoid
introducing the nameplate with only one model, the LS , Lexus quickly developed the ES to
debut alongside their flagship sedan. The smaller representative of the initial two-sedan Lexus
lineup was designated the ES , and powered by the Camry's 2. Design patents were filed on 17
November , at the Japan Patent Office under the patent number and registered on 8 August On
the exterior, the ES shared the same general body style and overall dimensions as its Toyota
counterparts, but had a more prominent grille, bigger tail lights, chrome trim, frameless
windows, and distinct wheel design similar to its LS brethren. Inside the cabin, the ES featured
a six-speaker Pioneer sound system, genuine wood trim, one-touch power windows, and leather
seats. A four-speed automatic or five-speed manual transmission was offered. Safety features
included a driver's SRS airbag and anti-lock brakes. In typical specification, the ES further
included inch alloy wheels, a power driver's seat, power moonroof, and CD player. The ES was
marketed as the "luxury sedan of sports sedans," and carried a U. During the first month of
release, the ES logged 1, units in sales. The original LS had been envisioned as a standalone
model, but Lexus dealerships had asked for an additional vehicle to accompany its launch. Due
to its similarities to the Camry, some viewed the ES as a placeholder product of badge
engineering and the vehicle ultimately did not sell as well as its larger counterpart. Initial
perception of the ES led some to believe all the development time and research spent creating
the larger LS showed that they overlooked one of the reasons the LS was developed, which was
the Acura Legend , so it seems that the appearance of the LS was shrunk to fit the ES so as to
compete with the Legend. Production totaled 19, units in and 17, units in , most for the
automatic transmission model. Production commenced in June at Tsutsumi, [13] with the first
ES rolling off the production line on 30 August Production ended on 5 July Because of its
relatively brief production run, the ES is a rare model on US roads today. In , with creation of the
Lexus brand, an entry level front-wheel Lexus model was ordered for development alongside
the LS and other offerings. In late , a final design was chosen and design patents filed utilizing a
clay design model on February 3, In September , for the model year, Lexus announced the
second generation ES almost one year after the introduction of the second generation Acura
Legend , but before Infiniti finally decided to add a similarly classed sedan, the J The second
generation ES shared its design with the new generation Toyota Windom XV10 , which was
officially announced in Japan on 30 September , [5] introduced at the October Tokyo Motor
Show , and exclusive to Toyota Japan dealership sales channel called Toyota Corolla Store as
the top level luxury sedan. Completely redesigned and now sharing design features with the
XV10 series Toyota Windom and styling cues with the LS , [22] the model was renamed the ES
to reflect the half-liter increase in engine displacement to 3. On the front fascia, the ES gained

projector headlamps in a curved housing and a three-slat grille with the Lexus emblem moved
above on the hood. The side profile featured an invisible B-pillar and frameless-window doors.
Inside the cabin, the second generation ES featured California walnut trim on the center
console, leather seats, an eight-speaker premium sound system, and keyless entry. The added
wheelbase length and overall width made for increased legroom and shoulder space than the
previous model. As with its predecessor, anti-lock brakes were standard. Production assembly
of the ES commenced on 9 September , and the sedan went on sale later that year in the U. The
sedan was not released in Europe, where similar Toyota models were offered. The second
generation ES was a major sales success, becoming Lexus' best-selling vehicle overall. In its
first full year of sales, the ES logged 39, units, [11] and throughout the following years of its
production run, sales reached near or above that figure. Minor updates were introduced in for
the model year August production , including: a revised grille insert now with a three-slot grille,
replacing the previous four-slot version , new headlights and fog lights, outside air temp
readout, and CFC-free air conditioning. This change in engine resulted in a change in model
code for the car now known as the MCV10 series. In September for the model year, Lexus
offered an ES " Coach Edition ", featuring select Coach leather trim in the interior and a set of
Coach luggage. From to , chief engineer Kosaku oversaw development of the XV20 Lexus
variant alongside the XV20 series Camry programme under project code T. The third generation
ES was also slightly longer overall length increased by For the first time, an Adaptive Variable
Suspension , capable of adjusting individual wheels' dampers according to road conditions
within 0. Inside the cabin, the ES featured a new electroluminescent Lexus Optitron instrument
panel, walnut trim, and leather seats. Other luxury standard features included heated outside
mirrors and an automatic climate control system. A power moonroof , Nakamichi premium
sound system with in-glove-box mounted CD changer, and heated seats were options. The U.
The third generation ES expanded upon the success of the previous generation model, reaching
a record-setting 58, units in sales in its first year, [30] and recording sales in the 35,â€”50, range
throughout its production run. In for the model year, the ES received a few updates, mainly
consisting of a revised supplemental restraint system next generation , standard front row
side-torso airbags, and force limiting seat belt pre-tensioners that were designed to tighten the
front seat passengers into their seats upon impact. Transponder chips were now also used in
the keys as to provide added protection from theft. The Lexus IS was introduced to European
markets in and became the luxury marque's entry-level model; by this time the ES was no
longer sold in most European markets. There was a widespread engine oil gelling issue which
could block oil from parts of the engine. After a US class action lawsuit, Toyota notified US
owners that engines would be overhauled or replaced for free if damaged by the buildup of
gelled oil. The ES received a mild facelift in for the model year that consisted of new, clear tail
lights and turn signals, a revised front end with a new grill, headlights, and lower bumper with
clear fog lights and larger alloy wheels. Inside, the interior received an electrochromatic mirror,
more wood trim and slight revisions to the audio system. Xenon High-Intensity Discharge
headlights with auto-leveling were now optional. From through to model years , a limited "
Coach Edition" was offered, and in for , a "Platinum Edition" package was offered, including
power moonroof, unique interior trim, and custom alloy wheels. As development on the XV30
series Camry began in , development of the MCV30 commenced under chief engineer Kosaku
Yamada, with styling being done through under design chief Makoto Oshima. In December , a
concept design by Kengo Matsumoto was approved and frozen for production in June The
presence of the IS in the Lexus lineup enabled the company to give the new ES a more upscale
image and luxury feel by excising the sporting pretensions of the previous ES models.
Production occurred between July and September at the Tsutsumi plant in Toyota, Aichi , [13]
supplemented until December with the Miyata plant at Miyawaka, Fukuoka. The cabin was fitted
with California Walnut wood trim on the front dashboard, center console, and doors as well as
exterior puddle lamps, floor-well lighting, chrome door handles, an electric rear sunblind, and
rear-view mirrors that would automatically tilt downward in reverse gear. Available options,
including a power rear sunshade, rain-sensing windshield wipers, a DVD-based navigation
system, and a Mark Levinson premium stereo system, were similar to features on the flagship
LS sedan. Other features included a drive-by-wire electronic throttle , a five-speed automatic
transmission , anti-lock brakes with electronic brake-force distribution and brake assist as well
as electronic stability and traction control systems. ES sales sold 71, units its first year, [43]
making it the best-selling luxury car in the United States. The original owner's manual included
a photo of the automobile with the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center in the background.
However, the Twin Towers were destroyed in the September 11 attacks , which occurred less
than a month after the model's JDM launch. Within a month of the attacks, Toyota issued a
revised owner's manual, this time with the Twin Towers digitally erased. During , for the model

year, the American market received a revised 3. Lexus released the limited ES "SportDesign"
special edition in The model featured the Adaptive Variable Suspension, inch Y-spoke alloy
wheels, Mark Levinson audio, interior upgrades, and special dark exterior colors. In for the
model year, the ES received a facelift with new front and rear fascias, clear taillights, projector
headlights, and a redesigned grille. Inside, features included standard audio and display
steering wheel-mounted controls, power adjustable pedals, heated and ventilated front seats,
Bird's Eye Maple trim and optional integrated satellite radio. Lexus also offered an exclusive ES
"Black Diamond Edition" in , featuring black wood trim, iridescent Black Diamond paint, and a
set of Tumi luggage. The line initially consisted of the ES sedan, which as per previous models,
featured front-wheel-drive and a V6 engine â€”now displacing 3. The line was refreshed in ,
during which more features were added, and a four-cylinder variant, the ES , was introduced for
Asian markets. The fifth generation ES remained Lexus' top-selling sedan model in the North
American and Asian markets, anchoring the marque's entry-level model lineup. Like previous
generations, the fifth generation ES was geared towards the comfort luxury segment, favoring a
soft ride over sporty performance. The exterior design featured an all-new body in the style of
Lexus' new design philosophy, L-finesse. The new design was sleeker than its predecessor,
with a streamlined cabin and character lines across the hood, fenders, and rear pillars. The
Lexus emblem returned to the grille for the first time since the first generation, and was placed
at the center of a five-bar horizontal grille. The drag coefficient was C d 0. The ES interior
featured walnut wood accents, leather seats, dual zone climate control with air filter, an MP3
player auxiliary input, power tilt and telescoping steering wheel, and eight standard airbags. A
keyless entry and ignition system, Lexus SmartAccess , which does not require the electronic
remote to be taken out of the driver's pocket, was standard. The instrument panel used Optitron
gauges and LED lighting. Some commentators have complained that so much power to the
front wheels has produced uncomfortable torque steer in both the new ES and Camry. The ES
arrived at U. The base price in the U. A pre-collision system PCS , which incorporates a
grille-mounted sensor and retracts seatbelts and triggers full braking power, was optional, and
came with the distance-aware Dynamic Radar Cruise Control system. Toyota recalled and
replaced 55, optional all-weather rubber floor mats from the Camry and ES in September , [56]
citing the risk of unsecured mats jamming the accelerator pedal. In August , the NHTSA probed
the ES following 40 acceleration control complaints, eight crashes and 12 injuries, with floor
mats implicated in most cases. In , the model year ES underwent a mid-cycle facelift. A slightly
revised grille resembled that of the new HS h , and the lower bumper and taillights were
changed. Other exterior changes included chrome-trimmed side moulding, turn signal
indicators on the side mirrors, and new split 5-spoke alloy wheels. Memory seating,
rain-sensing windshield wipers, and rear seat-mounted side-impact airbags were now standard.
The steering wheel controls now had hard touch buttons as opposed to the previous soft ones.
Bluetooth streaming audio and a USB port that included iPod integration was now built into the
stereo. In , the revised ES line gained a brake override feature which ignored accelerator input
when the brake pedal was depressed, which was installed on new builds from January The ES
received a 2. All models had a backup camera and 10 airbags. This car is equipped with a 2.
This generation is export-only, not sold in Japan where it is manufactured, [83] but has been
offered in right-hand drive since late , being sold in Australia, [84] Brunei, [85] [86] South Africa,
[87] New Zealand, [ citation needed ] Singapore, [88] Hong Kong, [89] Malaysia, [90] and
Indonesia. This plant also supplies the hybrid ES to all global markets, as the Kentucky plant
builds the ES only and does not build the ES h. The ES was scheduled to be available in
Japanese dealerships in the fourth quarter of , making the debut of ES in the Japanese
domestic market since the discontinuation of the XVbased Windom as well as the introduction
of Lexus brand to Japan 13 years prior. Initial deliveries of ES h started on 24 October in Japan,
where it replaced the smaller HS h and served as a front-wheel-drive counterpart of GS. The
Hong Kong model was unveiled on 15 September The Thailand model was unveiled on 17
August This was done to attract a younger audience into purchasing or leasing an ES.
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Hatchbacks CT. Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement
options. Found a bug? Have a question about Lexus ES wheel specs? Share your knowledge!
Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search
Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle
or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size
what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size
Widget to your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size
Widget for your website! XV20 [ Lexus ES ES It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels
have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel
centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of
35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle.

PCD is measured in mm. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Lexus ES for other model
years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your
email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your data and
comments Send us the correct data Other. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. SBT use cookies to give you
the best possible experience and serve the most relevant ads. By using this site, you accept the
use of cookies. Agree and continue browsing. Japan Time: Tokyo Time. View Details. The Lexus
ES is the mid size luxury sedan offered as a V6 engine in front wheel drive. The cc Lexus ES
review shows that the vehicle is ideal for those looking for a status reflecting comfortable
vehicle. It was first introduced in in Toyota Corolla Store as a top of the class sedan, with
impressive designing. The California walnut trim center console, an eight speaker premium
sound system, leather seats and keyless entry are all that make Lexus ES specs unique among
its other counterpart. In Japanese market, most famous models of this car include Lexus ES , , ,
, , and Later the Lexus ES specs improved for betterment with electroluminescent instrument
panel with leather seats. The complete touch of automation in the years when it was a unique
concept, aided this sedan in gaining a unique share in market. The other design specs included
revised new grill, lower bumper, headlights with rear having FOG light and Alloy Wheels. The
fifth generation had replacement of Lexus ES with ES, although in which is the starting of the
latest generation brought in Lexus ES in hybrid version. It also had Remote Touch interface, so
a new level of automation is experienced. The Lexus ES price remained justifiable to the specs
in question. And as the market that it caters is the one that have more value of prestige as
compare to the money, hence the price never caused a raise in eyebrow. The vehicle now has a
loyal customer base, and is on the growth phase. Talking more about the details Lexus ES
brings in, the exterior body has heated door with Power Window having auto-dimming option.
The interior has the adjustable pedals, rear and front cup-holders, tilt steering wheel, remote
entry without keys, speed control and climate control with Automatic temperature control and
Air Conditioning. The safety is enhanced by the Lexus ES specs of security system, Anti-lock
Braking System, airbags, traction control and much more. Hence one have a tension free
experience on road with no concern for slipping on road or brake failure. Even if collision
occurs, the nylon fabricated Air Bags prevents damage to life. The entertainment is also there
with 7 speakers, radio and CD player, so the overall Lexus ES is hard to replicate. Those looking
for a vehicle representing the class a part personality one has can give this vehicle a look as it
is the cost effective technology option that work on enhancing personal prestige for good.
Whether it is the aura or the mechanics all is at the best in this sedan. The unibody chassis
body to a minute cup holder is put in a next to perfect way. Believe it by buying one. Cookies on
sbtjapan. Desktop Icon PC Site. Menu Icon Menu. Why Choose SBT? Back to Top. Quick Links.
See also: Owner's Manual. Table of Contents. This material may not be reproduced or copied, in
ES Navigation whole or in part, without the written permission of Toyota Motor Corporation.
Department of Defense. Using these signals and other vehicle sen- sors, the system can show
you where you are and assist you in locating a desired destination. Read and follow the in-

appears and the system begins operating. Read the keep the road condition in mind. To prevent
dam- age to the screen, lightly touch switches on the screen with your finger. When you touch a
switch on the screen or push a button, a beep sounds. For details, see heading up. For details,
see page Oneâ€”touch registration of marked point To register the current vehicle position as a
marked point. OMU viii Inputting letters and numbers. It could damage your naviga- tion system.
Touch , and the name will scroll to the end of the name. Touch the 2. By Marked Point: You can
register your By Map Selection: You can select a methods. The screen changes and displays
the map location of the preset destination. Guidance starts from your current position to the
preset destination immediately after you touch the preset destination switch. Touch letters
directly on the screen to in- put a house number. L L When you find your desired street name, If
you input a street name first, the screen L changes. L L L Touch the of your desired destination. L L Input the city name. Once you have selected a category, you can If you input the name
of a specific point of in- L See page 66 on registering and editing Sort by Icon: Touch this
switch to list the marked points. During driv- in areas where route guidance is un- L ing, only
nearby police stations, hospi- available. Af- ter inputting the two intersecting streets, If the same
two streets cross at more than the screen changes and displays the map Input the name of the
two intersecting one intersection, the screen changes and L L L Select the desired freeway by
touching Touch the of the desired entrance or exit name. The screen changes and displays the
map location of the previous starting point and the route preference. After you input the
destination, the mine the route to your destination. Touch the tab on the screen This route is
indicated by an orange line. Input an additional destination in the c Relocating destinations
same way as the destination input. Touch the tab on the screen page A message appears to
confirm your re- quest to delete. L L L Follow the same procedure as when adding a preferred
road. L Magnifies or reduces the map scale. This L list can be used for a route guidance. L 2.
Use voice guidance just for your reference. L L L L The screen changes and displays the map 3.
Touch the tab on the screen 1. Select the preset destination that you When you are driving while
the route guidance is operating, you can change want to delete and touch the switch. You can
also set their loca- tion as a destination and use them for route guidance. When you touch
search for POIs on the route when in the your desired type of point of interest, sym- route
guidance mode. You can also cursor. The screen shows the dual map. The map This screen
shows the current road name on the left is the main map. You can change and the distance to
the next corner. L Touch to change the scale of L L After you scroll the screen, the map remains
centered at the selected location until you activate another function. Even when the navigation
system is receiv- a Accurate current vehicle ing good GPS signals, the vehicle position position
may not be shown in D When using tires that are smaller or larger may not be shown accurately
or inappropri- the following cases: than the factory specifications. In one type of area, primarily
around metropolitan centers, detailed Navigation Technologies. The a year. Area to avoid. L L A
screen similar to that for destination input appears. Touch the tab on the screen message
appears for confirmation. L If you want to delete all of the marked L Touch the switch under
want to avoid. L 3. Either of the above messages appears. If your ve- L hicle cannot receive GPS
signals, you L can correct the current position mark manually. This will adjust for any possible
change in tire circumference from the old L tires to the new ones. If this procedure is not
performed when tires are replaced, the current vehicle position mark may be- come incorrect.
Map color. Touch the switch on the screen 1. Touch the tab on the screen. Touch the switch. L
mode leave the guidance route. This feature does not operate while you are driving on Green
Mar. D The displayed time to the destination is the approximate driving time cal- culated based
on the speeds you se- lected and your actual position The screen returns to the current position
map. The current street name appears on the map screen. The icon color will Oil change change
to green after the date or driving dis- tance are input. The icon color will change to orange when
your Lexus needs to be ser- L viced. The following switches appear on the Replace oil filter
Maintenance screen. Touch the Replace air filter 1. Touch the switch and point on the map
screen. Touch the 1. The previous screen will be displayed. You can input a memo until
December L L 3. Touch keys directly to input a memo. If you want to look at the memo you
input, memo. A message appears on the display. Screen transition. You also can turn the
screen off. Push the button. The following adjustment screen appears. After you inserting the
cassette tape or compact disc, push the button again to close the display. Page Using your
audio system: a Turning the system on and off some basics This section describes some of the
basic features of the Lexus audio system. Some information may not pertain to your system. In
fact, different NZ NZ kinds of music and vocal programs usually sound better with different
mixes of treble, midrange, and bass. The compact disc player will play from track 1 through the
end of the disc. Tune in the desired station. Turn the knob clockwise to step up the 2. Touch
one of the station selector station band or counterclockwise to step a Listening to the radio

switches 1â€”6 and hold it until a beep is down. Put a Playing a cassette tape and the
memorized TA volume and automat- the cassette tape in the slot with the ex- ically selects the
louder volume. It could damage your audio system. Put a Playing a compact disc the number of
programs you want to skip ap- the compact disc in the slot with the label pears on the screen.
Touch the desired disc number on the screen
transit connect parts diagram
2004 chevy trailblazer fuse box under hood
subaru forester brake pad replacement
. When the switch is touched, the system se- lects a track in the disc. To cancel it, touch the
switch once again. Push this button to eject the maga- 5. Put a disc on the tray with its label
face zine. Page Remove the load cycle. Then the system will begin nor- magazine from the
player to cool it. If the player still does not operate, have it checked by your Lexus dealer. Power
lines listening to is interrupted or weakened, and hints or telephone wires can interfere with AM
sig- there is another strong station nearby on the nals. The tape used in these cas- For the best
performance for your cassette Compact disc players use an invisible settes is thin and could
get stuck or player and tapes The following products may not be playable on your compact disc
player. Store them in their plastic cases away from moisture, heat, and direct sunlight. Print
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